
10 Rich People Habits

e all know that the rich and poor have different lifestyles, but what about their mindsets? how rich people think Differently Than
Poor People?

The wealthy often don't need to worry about money, so they can focus on other things. Poor people might be more focused on
what they lack and compare themselves to the wealthy, while the wealthy can focus on all of their abundance and successes.

It's important to note that these are in no particular order; the wealthy don't necessarily share all of them in common.

1) Attitude

This is one of the big differences between the rich and poor mindsets. Poor people often feel like they're getting ripped off or
that the wealthy are lucky. They may compare themselves to the wealthy and measure their lives by what is missing instead of
all they have and all that is possible.

While some people may be born into wealth, poor people can make choices or take opportunities to become rich themselves.
As we'll discuss later in the article, you don't need a college degree to be wealthy.

2) College Degrees

Poor people often think that getting a college degree is a ticket to wealth. The rich don't necessarily look at this as a good idea
for everyone, because you can make money in trades or craftsmanship without needing an expensive college degree. This will
be discussed later in the article.

3) Financial Literacy

The wealthy often know the value of money and how to make it work for them. They are more likely to study personal finance
books, listen to financial experts, and read current events regarding the economy. Poor people may feel like they can't make
any progress in their lives with all of this information around them. If they don't have money, why study it?

To know all the points, watch the video:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xTtirw0yRS8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8cvK5qax0qQ&t=0s

